In a follow-up to our work on the dependence of walking dyad dynamics on intrinsic properties of the group, we now analyse how these properties affect groups of three people (triads), taking also in consideration the effect of social interaction on the dynamical properties of the group. We show that there is a strong parallel between triads and dyads. Work-oriented groups are faster and walk at a larger distance between them than leisure-oriented ones, while the latter move in a less ordered way. Such differences are present also when colleagues are contrasted with friends and families; nevertheless the similarity between friend and colleague behaviour is greater than the one between family and colleague behaviour. Male triads walk faster than triads including females, males keep a larger distance than females, and same gender groups are more ordered than mixed ones. Groups including tall people walk faster, while those with elderly or children walk at a slower pace. Groups including children move in a less ordered fashion. Results concerning relation and gender are particularly strong, and we investigated whether they hold also when other properties are kept fixed. While this is clearly true for relation, patterns relating gender often resulted to be diminished. For instance, the velocity difference due to gender is reduced if we compare only triads in the colleague relation. The effects on group dynamics due to intrinsic properties are present regardless of social interaction, but socially interacting groups are found to walk in a more ordered way. This has an opposite effect on the space occupied by non-interacting dyads and triads, since loss of structure makes dyads larger, but causes triads to lose their characteristic V formation and walk in a line (i.e., occupying more space in the direction of movement but less space in the orthogonal one).
Introduction
Pedestrian dynamics analysis and simulators often deal with "physical" crowds, i.e. a large number of people located in the same physical area, but not necessarily with a shared social identity (i.e., they are not a "psychological crowd") [1, 2] . Such "physical" crowds present nevertheless a complex social structure if analysed at the microscopic scale, being characterised by the presence of social groups. The number of pedestrians moving in groups depends on the nature of the environment and time of the day [3] [4] [5] , but it is in general considerable, as groups represent up to 85% of the walking population [6, 7] . Groups have a peculiar dynamics (they move together and close) and as a result not taking into account the presence and behaviour of groups may have an impact on the planning of buildings and of emergency evacuation [8, 9] . A complete assessment of the influence of groups on crowd dynamics is still far from being attained, due also to the lack of quantitative data concerning group behaviour, in particular at medium and high density ranges, and during egress. Nevertheless, a preliminary study combining realistic collision avoidance and state of art group behaviour models [10] shows that groups may have a very strong impact on crowd flow and self-organisation.
For these reasons there is a growing interest in studies concerning group dynamics. Such studies need in general to be based on a "microscopic" approach, (i.e., using models that describe the behaviour of each individual in the crowd, as opposed to models using only macroscopic variables such as crowd density [11] ). The microscopic approach allows to cope with differences between individuals, social interactions and psychological aspects [12, 13] , but in order to make it possible a quantitative understanding of these differences is needed. More specifically, data concerning how group behaviour changes depending on the nature of the group (e.g. personal features of its components and their social relation) and on the nature of the environment (e.g. crowd density, architectural features, cultural aspects and normal vs egress conditions), have to be collected in order to develop realistic models of group behaviour. Furthermore, as discussed in detail by [14] , these data should be collected in ecological settings (i.e., observing uninstructed pedestrians in their natural environment). The purpose of this work is to contribute to such a program by providing a quantitative analysis of differences in group behaviour due to the same nature of the group.
In recent years, many works have studied and modelled the specific dynamics of group behaviour [3, 6, 7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . For example, [7] assumed that pedestrians in groups tend to walk aligned to facilitate social interaction, while [22] assumed that groups move in an abreast formation when not constrained by the surrounding environment, but may assume a V formation or even walk in a line in more congested situations. In [3, 4, 34] , we introduced a mathematical model to describe group spatial structure and velocity. [3] introduced a nonNewtonian [35, 36] potential for group interaction, that was able to describe and to some extent predict, in agreement with empirical observations, the spatial size (distance between the members), structure and velocity of uninstructed pedestrian groups. In [4] we studied the effect of crowd density (an extrinsic property) on group dynamics, and in [34] we proposed a mathematical model to explain the findings of [4] (along with density, other environmental properties such as corridor width may affect group dynamics [37] ).
The behaviour of walking groups depends also on its intrinsic properties, i.e., group and individual members' features. Age, gender and height are known to affect walking speed (as observed in studies with subjects [38] ). Furthermore, group dynamics is expected to be affected also by the relation between the members [14, 21, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . In particular, [14] suggested gender-related differences in formation and velocity (females walking more abreast and slower than males, and mixed groups walking more abreast than same sex groups). Furthermore, in recent works, we have shown that it is possible to automatically infer social relation [44] or gender [45] from trajectory data.
In [46] we used a large ecological (i.e., obtained by observing uninstructed pedestrians in their natural environment, see [14] ) data set and described how spatial structure, spatial size and velocity of dyads (two people groups) depend on intrinsic properties of groups, and more specifically on:
1. purpose of movement 2. relation between the members 3. gender of the members 4. age of the members 5. height of the members (gender, age and height are, properly speaking, properties of the group members more than of the group itself; in the following, these terms may be considered as shorthands for gender composition and similar). Since the data set was based on trajectories of uninstructed pedestrians, all features excluding height (which is automatically provided by the tracking system [47] ) are apparent, i.e. based on the judgement of human coders. Furthermore, the results are probably influenced by the venue in which data were collected (Osaka, Japan; refer to [48, 49] for an analysis on cultural dependence of pedestrian behaviour). Nevertheless, they provided a useful and quantitative insight into how intrinsic features affect dyadic behaviour. In particular, we observed that relation affects group structure, with couples walking at a very short distance and abreast, colleagues walking less close, and families walking less abreast than friends. Velocity and abreast distance are affected also by pedestrian height, and specifically both velocity and abreast distance grow with average group height. Elderly people walk slowly, while active age adults are faster. Groups with children tend to walk in a non-abreast formation, with a large distance (despite a low abreast distance). A cross-analysis of the interplay between these features (taking into account also the effect of crowd density), confirmed these trends but revealed also a richer structure. For example, the velocity of groups with children appears to increase with density, at least up to the moderate densities presented by the observed environment.
The used data-set was not limited to dyads, but included groups of any size. Anyway, since in the observed environment the number of groups decreases strongly with group size [4] , (an effect possibly also due to the difficulty of identifying social links between larger groups of people), the reduced number of triads did not allow us to derive convincing results on their behaviour (preliminary results based on this reduced data set were presented in [50] . For this purpose, we extended our data set asking to a coder to analyse specifically the composition of all triads that had been observed in the large data-set presented by [4] . This new data set (i.e., the explicit intrinsic properties annotation, according to the process described below in Data set, of the triads identified in the data-set of [4] ) is the basis of the present analysis of dependence of triad dynamics on intrinsic features.
Both our previous work [46] and the current one are based on the group data set of [4] . As explained below (Data set) this data set consists of annotations of social groups moving in a pedestrian facility. The definition of "social groups" [51] corresponds to people that are not just moving together towards a common goal, but to people who are walking together on purpose. Such groups may have a long lasting social relation between them (e.g. being relatives or colleagues), which usually predates and outlasts their common displacement. A more stringent definition is that of socially interacting group, i.e. a group that it is explicitly having some form of social interaction (usually a conversation) while walking. Socially interacting groups are obviously easier to identify for an external observer, but do not include all social groups, since a portion of these may still be walking together without having an explicit interaction at the moment of observation. Nevertheless, a human observer may use different visual clues to at least guess the social relation between the pedestrians (clothing, age, motion patterns, contact, gaze; for example an adult and a child moving together may be guessed to be a parent-child dyad even in absence of explicit social interaction at the moment of observation).
The coder of [4] was asked to explicitly annotate the (apparent) presence of social interaction, and thus this information was present both in the dyad set used in [46] and in the set used for the current work. More in detail, the coder was asked to annotate if two pedestrians were talking to each other, had physical contact, exchanged gaze or clearly watched in the same direction S1 Annex. In [4] , having access to a quite large data set, we limited ourselves to the analysis of interacting groups, but in the analysis of [46] we used also non interacting groups. In this work, we make use also of the interaction coding to investigate the effect of social interaction both on dyads and triads (an analysis on "intensity of interaction" was performed, on a reduced data set, using different observables and from a detection-oriented standpoint in [52] ).
In triads, it is possible that only two of the pedestrians are socially interacting. Following [3] we assume that the triad structure is determined by the full interaction of all members; for this reason, a simpler comparison to the dyadic case, and in order not to reduce too much the noninteracting data sample, we consider a triad in which only two members are socially interacting as non-interacting.
Materials and methods

Data set
By using 3D range sensors and the algorithm introduced in [47] (which provides, along with the pedestrian position on the ground plane, the height of their head), our research group has collected a very large pedestrian trajectory data set [5] . The data set consists of trajectories automatically tracked in a � 900 m 2 area of the Asia and Pacific Trade Center (ATC, located in the Osaka port area, in Japan) for more than 800 hours during a one year time span. ATC is a multi-purpose building, directly connected to a metro station and including offices, shops, exposition areas and a ferry terminal. Along with the 3D sensor tracking, we video recorded the tracking area using 16 different cameras, and a subset of the video recordings were used by a human coder to identify pedestrian social groups. These labelled group trajectories were used to build the openly available set [53] , introduced by [4] . This work is based on a further labelling (of group relation and composition) of this latter data set (although for the purpose of this work we restrict ourselves to data from the corridor area defined in [4] , in order to avoid effects due to architectural features of the environment, such as corridor width [37] ). An ecological data set. The data set concerns the natural behaviour of pedestrians, i.e. they were behaving in an uninstructed way, and observed in their natural environment (with the consent of local authorities and building managers -approved by the Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International ethics board, document 502-1-; posters explaining that an experiment concerning pedestrian tracking was being hold were present in the environment.). Although presenting some technical problems such as higher tracking noise, collecting data in the pedestrians' natural environment is becoming more popular [54, 55] , as it allows avoiding non-natural behaviour of pedestrians in experiments with subjects (due to the influence of artificial environments, selection of subjects, experimenters' instructions). The relevance of such "artificial" behaviour depends obviously on the purpose of the study, but we believe that social pedestrian group behaviour could hardly be observed in controlled laboratory experiments [14] .
Since we were not able to directly contact the observed pedestrian groups, our approach only provides us the apparent belonging to a group and its apparent intrinsic properties, as determined by human observers (see the discussion below on coder agreement). This approach has obvious limitations, but we believe that it still provides useful quantitative information about the natural behaviour of actual social groups. Considering the positive response to our work on dyads, and while waiting for the possible development or introduction of more powerful observation methods without disregarding the contribution of experiments performed in more controlled settings, we believe that this work may provide a useful step in the understanding of group dynamics.
Group composition coding. In order to obtain the "ground truth" for the inter-group composition and social relation, we proceeded similarly to our previous works [3, 4, 46] , and asked coders to observe the video recordings corresponding to triads in the data set [53] and to label, when possible, In [46] , we used three different coders, one of them examining the whole data set, while the other two examined only a sub-set of trajectories. In the current work, we used a new coder and for inter-coder agreement analysis we compared to the triad labelling performed by the main coder of [46] . The coders did not have access to our quantitative measurements of position and velocities, and relied only on visual features (e.g., clothing, gestures, behaviour and gazing [57] [58] [59] ) to identify the social relation and composition (coders had obviously access to visual clues concerning distance and velocity, but not to quantitative measurements. No instruction such as "friends walk closer than colleagues" or similar was provided to them, since they were simply told to use the available visual clues to code the social relations and composition.). Information regarding instructions to coders, coding criteria and coders' consent may be found in S1 Annex.
Although pedestrian ages were intended to be coded "in decades" (e.g., 10-19 years, etc.), for children with an apparent age below 10 year old the coder assigned an explicit number from 0 to 9. It is possible that if the coder had used only the 0-9 and 10-19 years categories, some of the children coded with an age close but lower than 10 could have been put in the 10-19 category. When performing the data analysis we thus decided to use the 0-7 and 8-19 categories to group children age, as such categories seemed to be less ambiguous.
Any sort of inconsistency in the coding (e.g., when a group was composed of mixed relation members, such as a colleague and two friends, or when some entry was left empty by mistake) was dealt with by simply not using the data. We also excluded from our data set all groups that included wheelchairs or strollers (whose presence was coded in the original [4] data-set).
The main coder of this work is a part-time research assistant working in the ATR laboratories, who is not specialised in pedestrian studies and is not aware of our mathematical models of pedestrian behaviour. The main coder of [46] was a short time internship student, again not specialised in pedestrian studies and not aware of our mathematical models of pedestrian behaviour.
Coders' agreement. The coding process obviously depends on the subjective evaluation of the coder. Nevertheless, we could use the 163 triads examined both by the main coder in this work and the main coder in [46] to evaluate the reliability of their coding. To this end, we use in S1 Appendix two different approaches. On one hand, we compare the coding results using statistical indicators such as Cohen's kappa [60] and Krippendorf's alpha [61] . On the other hand, we also treat the different codings as independent experiments, and quantitatively and quantitatively compare the findings. Both approaches suggest that the coding process of all categories, and in particular of purpose, relation and gender, is highly reliable.
Trajectories. Pedestrian positions and velocities are tracked by the system of [47] at δt in the order of tens of milliseconds, and then, in order to reduce tracking noise and the influence of gait, averaged over Δt = 0.5 s. At the end of this process, pedestrian positions are given at discrete times k, as xðkDtÞ ¼ ðxðkDtÞ; yðkDtÞ; zðkDtÞÞ; ð1Þ
where z gives the height of the top of the pedestrian head. Velocities are then defined (in 2D) by using
Pedestrian height. In order to avoid the instabilities in the measurement of pedestrians' -head-height described in [47] , we consider the average of z measurements larger than the median (as computed over the entire observation period). In addition, so as to cope with ID swaps (between different pedestrians or between a pedestrian and an object), we make use of the fact that group members always stay in a reasonable proximity along their locomotion. Specifically, considering the trajectory points which are within a distance of 4 m to each other (a threshold determined based on our findings in [3, 4] ), we ensure that only the pedestrians who move as a member of the group are considered.
Following [3, 4] , only data points where both the average group velocity V (Eq 3) and all individual velocities v i are larger than 0.5 m/s, and with all pedestrian positions falling inside a square whose centre corresponds to the geometrical one of the group, were used. The square has sides of L = 2.5 meters for dyads, and L = 3 meters for triads (all these thresholds were again based on our analysis of probability distribution functions of group positions in [3, 4] and pedestrian velocities in [5, 62] .).
Density. Obviously, velocity and spatial configuration of pedestrian groups are not independent of crowd density [4] . In order to address the effect of crowd density on group dynamics, we use the specifics of the approach of [4] , and favour spatial resolution over temporal resolution in the computation of density. Namely, we compute empirical values of pedestrian density in fairly small cells (i.e., L = 0.5 meters square cells on the 2D plane) and in somewhat long time intervals (300 seconds). Further information on the details of this procedure can be found in [4] , while several alternative density computation methods may be found in [63] [64] [65] .
Quantitative observables
Following [3, 4, 34] , in [46] we defined the following quantitative observables for the dynamics of dyads (Fig 1): 1. Group velocity V, given by
v i being the velocities of the two pedestrians in an arbitrary reference frame co-moving with the environment (i.e. in which the velocity of walls and other architectural features is zero).
Pedestrian distance or group spatial size r, given by
r i being the positions of the two pedestrians in the above reference frame.
3. Group abreast distance or abreast extension or group depth x, defined as follows. We first define the group velocity unit vector (versor)
Then, for each pedestrian we compute the clockwise angle θ i betweenĝ and r i , and define the projection of each r i orthogonal to the velocity as
If necessary, we reassign the pedestrian labels to obtain x 1 � x 2 and finally define the abreast distance as
4. The group extension in the direction of motion, or group depth, is, as suggested by the name, the spatial size of the group in the direction of the group velocity, or
In a similar way, for triads (Fig 2) we define the group velocity as
and use a reference frame whose y axis is aligned with V to measure the components (x i , y i ) of all pedestrians. The labels are chosen in such a way that x 1 � x 2 � x 3 . Our quantitative analysis will be based on the following observables:
1. Group velocity, defined as https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0225704.g001
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3. Group depth, defined as
4. For triads, the definition of r is less immediate. To measure properly the spatial size of the group we have decided to define first the centre of mass position as
the distance from the centre of mass of each pedestrian as
and finally the group spatial size as
In what follows, for each observable (i.e. V, r, x and y) and intrinsic factor (i.e., purpose, relation, gender, age and height), we present four values as the number of groups N k g , the observable average < O > k (where O is a generic symbol standing for one of the observables), standard deviation σ k and standard error ε k , (see S2 Appendix for details) reported in the form
In addition, so as to assess the variations regarding different categories of each intrinsic factor, we present ANOVA F function and p-values, effect size δ, and coefficient of determination R (see S2 Appendix for a detailed definition of these indicators). Results of a detailed analysis, where the effect of each variable is cross-referenced across different intrinsic factors, are presented in S3 Appendix.
Results
The effect of purpose
Overall statistical analysis. The purpose dependence of all observables for the 687 triads that provided enough data points to be analysed and whose purpose was coded are shown in Table 1 (refer to S2 Appendix for an explanation of all terms). Results concerning dyads (from [46] ) are reported in Table 2 . Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction A comparison between the dyadic and triadic results shows, first of all, that we have a strong lack of balance between the number of triads observed in each category, which partially hinders our analysis. Nevertheless, the amount of data is large enough to verify that, as for dyads, work-oriented triads are faster in a statistically significant way. Leisure oriented triads also walk closer and with lower abreast distance than work-oriented ones (again in agreement with dyads) but with a larger group depth (in agreement with dyads). Although the result concerning r and y are not statistically significant, it should be noted that the effect sizes (independent from sample size) are comparable between dyads and triads. Finally, in agreement with [3, 4, 34] , triads are slower than dyads, the effect being stronger in leisure oriented groups. As can be noticed by the results of the following sections, triads are always slower than dyads for any value of all intrinsic or extrinsic properties. We recall that according to the mathematical formulation of [3] , the lower velocity of groups with respect to pedestrian walking individually is due to the non-Newtonian interaction terms. Furthermore, since the number of such interaction terms grows faster than group size (assuming just first-neighbour interactions we have 2 (n − 1) ordered pairs in a n people groups), velocity is a decreasing function of groups size. Although in the original model of [3] the non-Newtonian term was introduced as a tendency to keep the partners in one's field of view, which could also be considered as a coordination strategy, a proposed alternative explanation of the non-Newtonian term was that it could express the "cognitive load" of social interaction.
Probability distribution functions. By studying the probability distribution functions for the observables V, r, x and y, shown respectively in Figs 3, 4, 5 and 6, and whose statistical analysis is reported in S4 Appendix (refer again to S2 Appendix for the difference between the analysis reported in the main text and the one of S4 Appendix), we can better understand the differences in behaviour between workers and leisure oriented people.
We may observe that the x and V peaks and tails are displaced to higher values for workers. The r peak is also displaced to a higher value, although the tails of the distributions are very similar. Correspondingly, the y distribution is slightly more spread in leisure-oriented Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction pedestrians. These results, suggesting that leisure-oriented groups are less ordered (i.e., less aligned orthogonally to the direction of motion), have a correspondence with those observed in dyads.
The effect of relation
We also analyse the dependence of group dynamics on the social relation between their members. As expected, pedestrians that are coded as "work oriented", are usually coded into the "colleagues" relation category (and similarly, those coded as "leisure oriented" fall into one of the "families", "friends" or "couples" categories). Nevertheless, there is a clear conceptual Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction difference between the purpose and relation categories (for example, colleagues may go to the shopping mall for lunch or other leisure activities outside working time), and thus we provide an independent analysis. Nevertheless, since in the triad data set the correspondence between colleagues and work-oriented is perfect, in this work we perform cross-analysis only for the relation property, skipping the one based on purpose. Overall statistical analysis. The relation dependence of all observables for the 687 triads that provided enough data points to be analysed, and whose relation was coded, are shown in Table 3 , while the corresponding dyad results from [46] are in Table 4 .
As it happens for dyads, also in triads colleagues walk considerably faster than pedestrians in other relation categories. Friends are faster than families, with a difference in the average Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction velocity roughly equivalent to 5 standard errors. Colleagues and families keep the largest absolute distance r, while friends walk at the closest one. On the other hand, concerning abreast distance x, the lowest value is assumed in families, followed by friends and colleagues. Group depth y assumes the smallest value in friends and the highest value in families. Accounting for the absence of couples, these results are basically equivalent to those found in dyads. Probability distribution functions. These results may be completely understood only by analysing the probability distribution functions, which are shown in Figs 7, 8, 9 and 10 for, respectively, V, r, x and y (the statistical analysis of these distributions is reported in S4 Appendix).
The V distributions for families, friends and colleagues present, in this order, growing peak values and tails displaced on the right. Although the colleague distribution is clearly distinct, also the difference between families and friends is quite evident (stronger than in the dyadic case).
For r, the peak position assumes the minimum value in families and friends, but the former distribution presents the fattest tail, a result in agreement with the dyadic one. The Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction distributions of colleagues and friends are similar, although the colleague one is displaced to higher values.
Concerning x, friends have a distribution that falls in between the family (assuming lower values) and the colleague one (higher values). The friend distribution presents also a wider peak. Finally, while the y distribution is quite similar between colleagues and friends, it is very spread for families (less ordered behaviour). We recall that in [46] it was observed that for dyads the presence of high y values in families is, at least partially, explained by the presence of children that may exhibit a more erratic behaviour.
Aside from a bigger difference between the velocity distributions of families and friends (and taking into account the absence of couples), the results are considerably similar to the dyadic ones.
Further analysis. In S3 Appendix we analyse how these results depend on the age, gender, density and height of the group members, while in S1 Appendix we verify whether these findings are confirmed by all coders. This analysis confirms all the trends exposed above.
The effect of gender
Overall statistical analysis. The gender dependence of all observables for the 687 triads that provided enough data points to be analysed, and whose gender was coded, are shown in Table 5 , while the corresponding dyad data from [46] are shown in Table 6 . We may see that the differences between the distributions are statistically significant for each observable. As it had been observed for dyads, from the standpoint of velocity the main difference is between faster all male groups and slower groups that include at least one female. Between the latter, all female ones are slightly faster. From a distance standpoint, the following facts can be stated. There is a clear difference between same-gender and mixed gender groups, the latter having lower abreast distance but larger depth (i.e. a less ordered structure). Between same-gender triads, it can be noticed that males walk at a larger distance than females. The effect sizes, in particular for r and y, are larger in triads. Probability distribution functions. Further insight can be obtained analysing the probability distribution functions, which are shown in Figs 11, 12, 13 and 14 for, respectively, the V, r, x and y observables (the statistical analysis of these distributions is reported in S4 Appendix).
The all-male velocity distribution is clearly displaced to higher values, while female and mixed gender distributions are relatively similar. On the other hand, when examining distance distributions, in particular concerning the x and y variables, we may see that mixed-gender Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction distributions are qualitatively similar between them, and distinct from the same-gender ones (the two males r distribution assumes clearly its peak at a higher value than the two females one). A comparison with Figs 9 and 10 clearly suggests an expectable overlap between families and mixed-gender triads. Further analysis. Further insight is obtained by analysing the interplay of gender with other effects, in particular those related to relation, as shown in S3 Appendix (coder reliability is analysed in S1 Appendix). There, we observe that difference in velocity between males and females is present also when relation is kept fixed, but its effect size is reduced. Furthermore, as expected, the more ordered (lower y) behaviour of same gender triads is influenced by the limited overlapping with families. Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction
The effect of age and height
Purpose and relation are discrete properties of groups. Gender is, strictly speaking, a property of individuals, but may be naturally mapped to a discrete property of the group ("number of females"). On the other hand, age and height are continuous properties of individuals, and for this reason the analysis of their effect on group dynamics is less straightforward (without considering the increased difficulty in coding age). This problem gets obviously more serious as the number of pedestrians in the group grows (because the age may be more diverse). In [46] we decided to analyse the dependence of dynamics on the "minimum age" and "minimum height" of group members, since these allowed us to spot the presence of children, and distinguish the behaviour of families with children from the one of families including only adults. For integrity, we report below the corresponding triadic results, but in this work our analysis of the effect of age and height will be limited to the discrete observables. A statistical analysis of the overall probability distributions concerning minimum age and height is provided in S4 Appendix.
Age. Table 7 shows the minimum age dependence of all observables (based on the analysis of 687 triads), while the dyad results from [46] are reported in Table 8 . It may be observed, as expected, that groups including children and groups including only elderly people move with a slower velocity. Furthermore, groups with children present the tendency of a less ordered structure (low x and high y) which is typical of families.
Height. Table 9 shows the minimum height dependence of all observables (based on the analysis of 686 triads), while the dyad results from [46] are reported in Table 10 . Along with the expected correlation between the behaviour of shorter people with family/children, we can also notice the expected tendency of taller people to walk faster. In dyads (refer to [46] ) we had noticed that such a tendency is still present even when accounting for other factors (e.g. taller males walk faster than shorter males).
The effect of interaction
Overall effect of interaction on dyads and triads. Table 11 shows the effect on all observables of the presence of social interaction in dyads, regardless of intrinsic properties. It may be Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction noticed that interaction has a significant effect on all variables. Interacting dyads are slower, walk closer (smaller r) with a smaller abreast distance and group depth. Table 12 shows the same result for triads. We have again statistical significance for differences in all observables, although reduced for V and in particular for x. Interacting triads are still slower (the effect size Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction being reduced with respect to dyads) and walk closer. The group depth is considerably reduced by interaction (stronger effect size than dyads). Interestingly the abreast distance x is larger in interacting triads, a result that, albeit with a weaker effect, goes in the opposite direction of the dyadic case. To understand the difference between the effect of interaction on the spatial structure of dyads and triads we refer to the 2D pdfs for the position of interacting and non-interacting dyads (Fig 15) and interacting and non-interacting triads (Fig 16) . Furthermore, the 1D pdfs for the interacting and non-interacting dyads are found in Figs 17, 18, 19, 20 , for, respectively, the V, r, x and y observables, while the corresponding triad observable pdfs are found in Figs 21, 22, 23, 24 . In both dyads and triads lack of interaction loosens the group spatial structure. As discussed in [3] , dyads have a tendency to walk abreast, and triads in a V formation. Both formations, in order to facilitate interaction, are characterised by having x > y, i.e. occupy a larger portion of space in the direction orthogonal to the one of motion. Furthermore, we may Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction expect such spatial structures to be characterised by having x > 500 mm, i.e. we expect the width of the group to be larger than human shoulders. Figs 19 and 23 show that the probability of having x < 500 mm is increased in both non-interacting dyads and triads. Nevertheless, while for non-interacting triads also the peak and tail of the x distribution are displaced to the Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction left, for dyads we have the opposite effect (larger peak value and fatter tail for non-interacting dyads). As a result, lack of interaction leads to an increase in the average value of x. Interaction and intrinsic properties. In S5 Appendix we analyse the interplay between interaction and intrinsic properties such as relation and gender. The main patterns in the observable dependence on gender and relation are present both in interacting and non-interacting dyads and triads; and that for a fixed intrinsic property (e.g. for groups composed of colleagues) there are in general statistically significant differences between interacting and noninteracting triads. We also analyse whether the tendency of non-interacting triads to have a lower x extension is affected by density, and we find that although the effect is indeed stronger at higher density, it is present in any density range. Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction
Discussion and conclusion
We analysed how intrinsic properties of moving pedestrian triads, such as their purpose, their personal relation, their gender, age and height, affect their walking dynamics. We have verified a strong parallel between the effect of intrinsic properties on triads and the one on dyads, that we had analysed in a previous work. Work-oriented pedestrians are faster and walk at a larger distance between them than leisure-oriented ones, although leisure-oriented ones move in a less ordered way. Work-oriented triads overlap with the "colleagues" category, so that the differences above were present also when colleagues were contrasted with friends and families. The similarity between friend behaviour and colleague behaviour is larger than the one Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction between family behaviour and colleague behaviour (friends are faster and more ordered). We also found that all male triads walk faster than triads including females, that males keep a larger distance than females, and that same gender groups are more ordered than mixed ones, an effect probably due to the presence of families and children. Although the analysis on age and height was more difficult than in the work on dyads, we found evidence that triads composed of elderly people and those including children walk at a slower pace. Groups including children are found to move in a less ordered fashion. Finally, we found that groups composed of tall people walk faster.
For the dependence on relation and gender, we explicitly verified whether the above results hold also when other properties, including crowd density, are kept fixed. The effect of relation Intrinsic group behaviour II: On triads and interaction is fundamentally the same irrespective of other extrinsic and intrinsic properties. The patterns found for the gender composition of groups resulted to be stable but often diminished when other properties were kept fixed. For instance, although male triads are in general faster than female ones, the difference is reduced if we compare only triads in the colleague relation. Similarly, the apparently more ordered structure of all male triads is mostly due to the small number of families.
We also analysed, for both dyads and triads, the effect of explicit social interaction at the time of observation between all members of the group on its dynamical properties. We found that the effects on group (dyad and triad) dynamics due to intrinsic properties are present regardless of social interaction. Nevertheless, social interaction has a statistically significant influence on dyad and triad dynamics, which is mainly expressed as a tendency to walk in a more ordered fashion when interacting. Interestingly, this has an opposite effect on the space occupied by non-interacting dyads and triads in the direction orthogonal to that of movement, since loss of structure makes dyads larger, but causes triads to lose their characteristic V formation and walk in a line (i.e., occupying more space in the direction of movement but less space in the orthogonal one).
We believe that our findings may deepen our understanding of crowd dynamics and the reliability of simulations. Although our findings inherently apply to the kind of environment and conditions that we used to collect our data (a shopping mall under normal working day and weekend conditions, with density levels from low to moderate), arguably a better understanding of different group behaviour in these conditions may work as a guiding light also in the analysis of more general settings. The different levels of "attachment" between group members depending on relation, for example, could have an important effect on evacuation times, although obviously the values reported in this paper are not supposed to be trivially generalised outside of their applicable range. Similarly, it may be expected that in high density settings pedestrian groups may stop social interaction, which as shown in this work has an important effect on their dynamics. Similarly, interaction level may be modified (decreased or increased, according to different possible scenarios) in emergency situations.
Possible applications beyond pedestrian simulation may regard robot and mobile vehicle navigation [66] [67] [68] [69] , and pedestrian detection [44, 52, 70] . 
